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INTRODUCTION

Article 9. The political forces are moving in favor of

Article 9 of the Constitution of Japan has been

some form of amendment, and thus there is an in-

the subject of considerable debate since the time of

creasing risk that the ＂no amendment at any cost＂

the very drafting of the Constitution in 1946. Factions

forces will lose. Thus, the champions of Article 9

within the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) have

must develop meaningful and persuasive alternative

sought to amend it, in order to weaken and dilute the

amendment proposals to put before the Japanese

provision＇s restrictions on Japan＇s military power,

people. If the left has no amendment proposals with

throughout the more than 60 years it has held power

which to respond to the LDP＇s dangerous proposals,

since 1955. A complex dynamic of political and public

then if amendment comes, Japan will have only one

opposition,1 however, has until now prevented any

alternative to consider. What is more, even if the LDP

such amendment. The opponents of the LDP＇s efforts

fails to mobilize sufficient support for amendment in

to relax the constraints imposed by Article 9 have

some form, the recent ＂reinterpretation＂ of Article 9

historically thought that vehement and uncompro-

may stand the test of time and operate to radically

mising opposition to any amendment of Article 9 was

transform the meaning of the provision in any event.

the most effective way to defend the core values of

In that case, the arguments in favor of amending Art-

the provision. The underlying fear has been that any

icle 9, for the purpose of preserving its core limits,

concession to some form of minor amendment to any

become that much stronger.

aspect of Article 9 will simply open the flood-gates to

In this article I lay out an argument for why and

the eventual elimination of the provision＇s constraints

how Article 9 should be amended, from the perspect-

altogether. While the political right views amend-

ive of those who think that the core limits of the

ment as essential to Japan becoming a ＂normal coun-

provision should be preserved. It is an argument that

try＂, fulfilling its international obligations and develop-

is both grounded in constitutional law principles, and

ing a defense posture proportionate to increasing

one that aims to remain loyal to the purpose and

regional national security threats, the political left has

spirit with which Article 9 was ratified. It suggests

viewed all such efforts with deep suspicion, and pre-

that there are legal reasons why Article 9 ought to be

ferred a complete bar to any amendment rather than

amended, and there are ways in which Article 9

risk a slide to re-militarization, entanglements in

could be amended that would nonetheless remain

American wars, and possibly even the militarism of

true to the peaceful and internationalist objectives

the pre-war era.

that animated those who ratified the constitution in

In this article I suggest that the opponents of

1946. It is an argument that is informed by principles

amendment can no longer afford to simply oppose all

of international and constitutional law that are un-

amendment efforts. I say this as someone who has

derstood to play a vital role in enhancing the peaceful

spent years studying Article 9, who believes it has

tendencies of democracies. Such arguments stand in

served Japan well, and is sympathetic to the desire to

contrast with those proposals to amend Article 9 that

maintain the core limits on Japanese involvement in

are apparently based on purely political and policy

armed conflict. But dogmatic adherence to the cur-

considerations, and which are designed to essentially

rent provision will fail to preserve the core limits of

undermine

2
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meaningful legal constraint on Japan＇s foreign policy.

The provision has three distinct elements: First,

In considering ＂how＂ to amend Article 9, this article

in the first paragraph, it prohibits war and the use of

includes an appendix with a specific amendment

force for settling international disputes; second, in the

proposal as the basis for serious discussion about

first part of the second paragraph, it prohibits the

alternatives. It is an amendment proposal that is

maintenance of armed forces or ＂other war potential＂;

meant to serve as a starting point for discussion of a

and third, in the final clause of paragraph two, it pro-

more realistic and meaningful alternative than the

vides that the rights of belligerency will not be rec-

current position taken by pro-Article 9 advocates,

ognized. It is the first and second elements that have

which is simply to reject any and all talk of revision.

proved the most controversial, while the third is typ-

In laying out this proposal, I will touch on some of the

ically ignored and very often misunderstood. The

dangers inherent in both the proposals of the LDP,

first paragraph, what I will refer to as Article 9(1),

as well as the recent ＂reinterpretation＂ effort of the

explicitly incorporates principles from the interna-

Abe government, but I will also emphasize that simply

tional law system that govern the use of force by

maintaining the status quo is no longer in the best

nation states against one another, the jus ad bellum

interest of the constitutional order or the normative

regime.3 An interpretation of this provision that was

power of Article 9 itself.

informed by both the meaning of those international
law principles, and the drafting and ratification his-

I ‒ THE MEANING AND OPERATION
ARTICLE 9

tory, would likely conclude that the provision prohib-

OF

ited all use of force, including that employed in self-

In thinking about both why and how Article 9

defense.4 However, as will be discussed below, the

ought to be amended, it is necessary to have a base-

long-established official interpretation is that it per-

line understanding of what it means. This is the sub-

mits the use of force strictly for the exercise of the

ject of considerable debate in the political, policy and

right of individual self-defense.

academic spheres. Moreover, as is well known, the

The second paragraph, what I will refer to as

government has recently purported to change the

Article 9(2), is unique and rather odd. The first

meaning of Article 9 in the absence of any amend-

clause is largely without precedent in any other con-

ment—an issue that will be discussed below. None-

stitution. The plain meaning of the text, along with a

theless, leaving aside the particulars of that debate, it

study of the history of the drafting and ratification of

is helpful to sketch out the broad concepts, as well as

the provision, would suggest that the first clause in

explain the formal and long-established government

Article 9(2) prohibits the maintenance of any mili-

position.

tary forces whatsoever.5 But this too has been subject
to a more expansive and permissive official interpretation, as will be explained below.

9

The third element, being the second clause in

It is perhaps best to begin with the text. Article

Article 9(2), is typically ignored and frequently mis-

9 provides that:
Article 9 – Aspiring sincerely to an international

understood in most Article 9 discourse. It constitutes

peace based on justice and order, the Japanese

the incorporation of principles of international hu-

people forever renounce war as a sovereign right

manitarian law (or jus in bello) to deny individual

of the nation and the threat or use of force as

members of the armed forces of Japan, as a matter of

means of settling international disputes.

domestic law, the privileges and immunities that they

In order to accomplish the aim of the preceding

would otherwise enjoy as belligerents in an armed

paragraph, land, sea, and air forces, as well as

conflict. This constitutional clause would not, of

other war potential, will never be maintained.

course, have any impact on the rights and obligations

The right of belligerency of the state will not be

of Japanese armed forces as a matter of international

recognized.

law, and it is a curious provision with no parallel in
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any other constitution. As I will discuss in more detail

for individual self-defense, but also interpreted the

below, there is a competing theory that the clause is

second paragraph as therefore only prohibiting a

a redundant restatement of prohibition in Article

maintenance of armed forces that exceeded the min-

9(1), though for reasons I have provided elsewhere, I

imum necessary for such individual self-defense.12 At

would suggest that this is incorrect.6

the same time, while interpreting the provision as

While I cannot here review the drafting and rat-

permitting individual self-defense, the CLB also en-

ification history, it is important to note a number of

trenched the understanding that Article 9(1) prohib-

important features of the process. (a process which

ited the use of force for collective self-defense under

involved intense debate and revision over the course

Article 51 of the UN Charter, and for collective secu-

of more than a year in the Privy Council and each of

rity operations authorized by the United Nations Se-

the two chambers of the Diet). The Japanese gov-

curity Council under Article 42 of the Charter.13

7

ernment itself took the position during the revision

The Supreme Court of Japan, which has signifi-

and ratification process that Article 9 precluded all

cant and clear powers of judicial review under the

8

use of force and maintenance of any armed forces.

Constitution, and is the primary authority for inter-

The government was, of course, under some pressure

preting the Constitution, has largely abdicated its

from the staff of General MacArthur, which had

responsibility for enforcing Article 9. The Sunagawa

drafted the provision, but the Diet members who

case, decided in 1959 in the midst of negotiations for

considered it for purposes of ratification, and who

renewal of the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty, is the only

were then unaware of the U.S. role in its creation, also

case in which the Court has directly addressed the

embraced this position. This was not animated solely

meaning of Article 9. In obiter dicta the majority en-

by a desire to ensure against the militaristic errors

dorsed the view that Article 9(1) did not prohibit the

that had led to national disaster. In both houses of the

use of force for individual self-defense.14 As will be

Diet and in the Privy Council, members of the gov-

discussed in more detail below, however, the Court

ernment and rank and file Diet members made im-

invoked the political question doctrine in dismissing

passioned speeches about how Japan would, through

the claim that the treaty and the presence of U.S.

9

its adoption of this constitution, come to represent the

forces in Japan violated Article 9(2). Moreover, some

vanguard of nations in establishing a new and more

twenty years later, in a direct challenge to the con-

peaceful international order.10 It was in this process

stitutionality of the Japanese Self Defense Forces

that Article 9 began to be embraced not only by seg-

(the SDF), the Court narrowed the standing require-

ments of the political elite (though there were strong

ments to the point that constitutional challenges of

opposing forces among these as well, to be sure), but

government law or policy for violating Article 9 are

also by the people of Japan. It was the beginning of a

now all but impossible.15

process by which Article 9 would become a powerful

The CLB, however, stepped into the institutional

constitutive norm, providing the legal foundation for

role of maintaining a consistent interpretation of Art-

11

a new national identity centered on pacifist ideals.

icle 9 over the years, and effectively ensuring gov-

This is important in thinking about how to retain the

ernment compliance with the provision.16 It has success-

essential purpose and spirit of the provision.

fully done so, right down until the ＂reinterpretation＂

Notwithstanding the early understanding and

of 2014. While the clarity of the government＇s posi-

apparent intent, the first formal government inter-

tion, and thus the precise scope of Article 9(1), has

pretation, established in 1954, was that the first para-

been undermined by policy statements such as the

graph of Article 9 permits the use of force for the

U.S.-Japan 1997 Guidelines, and some of Japan＇s mili-

individual self-defense of Japan. This interpretation

tary deployments since 9/11, as a formal matter this

was based upon an opinion provided by the Cabinet

legal interpretation—limiting the permissible use of

Legislation Bureau (CLB), which not only interpret-

force to only individual self-defense, and prohibiting

ed the first paragraph as permitting the use of force

collective self-defense and collective security operations
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authorized by the United Nations Security Council—

istic missile defense systems, and is developing in-

has been consistently maintained.

creasing force projection capabilities.19 It is widely

17

It is important to understand the extent to which

argued that such military capability is far in excess of

Article 9(1), and the government＇s interpretation of

what is permitted by Article 9(2).20 The official inter-

it, goes further than the jus ad bellum regime in in-

pretation of Article 9(2) relies upon the first sen-

ternational law, in the sense that it imposes greater

tence of the paragraph, which refers to fulfilling the

constraints on the use of force than does the UN

purposes of Article 9(1), to mean that the clause only

Charter. It was precisely because of this that there

prohibits armed forces or other war potential that

was considerable concern among Japanese politicians

could be used for the type of force that is renounced

during the ratification process as to whether Article

in Article 9(1)—that is, any use of force above and

9 would make it impossible for Japan to comply with

beyond individual self-defense.21 It is thus understood

what were then understood as legal obligations under

to prohibit the kind of military capability that could

the UN Charter to contribute forces and participate

enable not only acts of aggression, but also participa-

in collective security operations. But given the

tion in collective self-defense or collective security

manner in which the international collective security

operations.

system has developed, Article 9 does not put Japan

Whether or not one can really make meaningful

at odds with international law. It deprives Japan of

distinctions between military capability that is strict-

rights it would otherwise have under international

ly for individual self-defense and that which exceeds

law, namely the right to use force in collective self-

such requirements is the basis for much criticism.22

defense or in collective security operations—but

As a constitutional constraint Article 9(2) is highly

there is no legal duty on Japan to engage in such

ambiguous and not really capable of enforcement, as

operations. And states, like other legal entities, are

I will return to below. But even on the basis of this

always at liberty to waive their own rights. It may be,

interpretation, there is a wide and growing chasm

as Ozawa Ichirō and others have argued, that Article

between that which is permitted by the constitution,

9(1) constrains Japan in ways that prevent it from

and the reality on the ground. Nonetheless, many

18

contributing to international peace and cooperation to

have argued that Japanese military capability would

the extent that many would like, or to the degree

have been much greater had Article 9(2) not pro-

expected by its allies, but it does not cause Japan to

vided some foundation for political and popular op-

violate the principles of international law. Moreover,

position to the SDF and defense spending.23 It cannot

the provisions of Article 9(2) do not have, as a matter

be said that it has not had any effect, but as will be

of law, any relevance to the jus ad bellum regime

discussed further below, Article 9(2) has not oper-

whatsoever, even though they were no doubt con-

ated as a clear constitutional rule effectively con-

ceived to limit Japan＇s ability to use force, and thus to

straining government policy.
In contrast to the ambiguity and ineffectiveness

prevent Japan from violating the principles of that

of Article 9(2), however, the government interpreta-

regime.

tion of Article 9(1) provides much clearer and more

9

enforceable limits, and the provision has operated to

An important question remains, however, re-

effectively constrain government policy over the six

garding how effective Article 9 has been as a mean-

decades since its promulgation.24 In the early 1950s

ingful constraint on national policy. Much of the con-

Yoshida Shigeru＇s government used the Article 9(1)

troversy surrounding Article 9 has been related to

constraints as a useful shield against American pres-

the existence and increasing size of the SDF. Japan＇s

sure to contribute more to the alliance and to par-

defense budget ranks seventh or eighth in the world,

ticipate in international peace and security opera-

it has one of the most sophisticated naval forces in

tions. While cynical at the outset, this use of Article

Asia, it is cooperating with the United States in ball-

9(1) nonetheless strengthened the normative power
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of Article 9(1), and helped reinforce the growing

question is whether the champions of Article 9 will

social, political and legal norms that were anchored in

have any proposals ready to shape the nature of that

the Article 9(1) renunciation of the use of force. Over

change. But while those reasons provide an impor-

time, Article 9(1) thus came to comprise a real con-

tant context and impetus for my arguments, in this

straint on policy. This was most clearly illustrated

article I am primarily focused on the legal and consti-

during the Gulf War. The government felt a powerful

tutional reasons for suggesting that champions of Art-

need to participate militarily in the coalition opera-

icle 9 develop and support an alternative amendment

tions to drive Iraqi forces out of Kuwait, but the Di-

proposal. These reasons are, in short, that Article 9

rector of the CLB advised that the government＇s pro-

suffers from increasing weaknesses that are under-

posed actions would constitute a use of force and thus

mining the normative power of the provision and the

violate Article 9. When the government proposed

constitution as a whole; the LDP amendment propos-

legislation for the contribution of non-combat related

als are dangerous, and thus demand a viable alterna-

logistical support, it was defeated in the Diet on

tive; and finally, in the absence of any amendment,

grounds that it too would violate Article 9. Notwith-

the ＂reinterpretation＂ of Article 9 will fatally erode

standing the enormous pressure from Washington

the core restraints of Article 9(1).

25

and the deeply felt sense that inaction was causing a
major diplomatic crisis for Japan, Article 9(1) mobi-

9

lized sufficient institutional compliance to prevent

As explained earlier, Article 9(1) has operated

government action that would have violated the pro-

consistently and effectively as a relatively clear con-

vision.

stitutional rule, prohibiting the use of force for any

26

purpose other than individual self-defense. But the

II ‒ WHY AMEND ARTICLE 9?

Article 9(2) prohibition on the maintenance of armed

With this brief introduction to the established

forces or ＂other war potential＂ has been historically

meaning and operation of Article 9, we can now turn

interpreted in such a way that it cannot operate as a

our attention to the questions of why it should be

clear constitutional rule. It is, at best, an ambiguous

changed. Some of the important reasons are more

standard. This is due primarily to two aspects of the

political and strategic than legal. This is so because

way in which it was interpreted. First, the idea that

all the indications are that the tide is in the direction

it permits such levels of military capability that would

of inevitable change. There is growing public concern

be necessary for individual self-defense, creates a

about increased threats and insecurity in the region,

sliding scale that depends on the perceived external

emanating from North Korea and China, coupled with

national security threat. The level of armed forces

increasing doubts about American commitments to

necessary for defense is thus relative to the capability

Japan＇s defense, all of which is leading to an erosion

of other countries. Tied to this is the idea that the

of the traditional public opposition to any amendment

prohibition only really applies to military capability

of Article 9. At the same time, none of the major po-

and weapons systems that are inherently offensive,

litical parties sitting in opposition to the LDP are

which in turn depends on the notion that there is

committed to defending Article 9 at all costs the way

some intrinsic difference between offensive and de-

the old Socialist Party was, and there is no other or-

fensive weapons systems or levels of military capa-

ganized institutional resistance that is likely to pre-

bility.27

vent LDP amendment initiatives. Finally, there is the

This relative and elastic interpretation of the

increasing likelihood that the LDP will for some time

prohibition on the maintenance of armed forces and

have the two thirds majority in the Diet necessary to

other war potential has allowed for Japan＇s slow but

initiate constitutional change. All of these develop-

inexorable development of a formidable military

ments point to the likely failure of any effort to simply

force. While most Japanese continue to insist that the

block amendment. So change is likely coming, and the

SDF is not a military, it is most certainly a military in
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all but name. What is more, while the number of

apparent gulf between the stated norm and the real-

troops in the Ground Self Defense Forces is small

ity that it is supposed to govern is acutely dangerous

compared to China or the Koreas, Japan＇s armed

for a constitutional provision. When the very exis-

forces comprise one of the best armed and most so-

tence and power of a government institution repre-

phisticated militaries in Asia, with a military budget

sents proof of the meaninglessness and impotence of

that ranks Japan in the top seven or eight military

a fundamental constitutional norm, there is signifi-

spenders in the World.28 While Japan has always in-

cant risk that the normative power of the constitution

sisted that it does not have power projection capabil-

as a whole will be undermined. If Article 9(2) can be

ity, and thus its military capability is inherently de-

so easily disregarded, if it exercises such little control

fensive rather than offensive, even those claims are

over government action, what confidence should we

starting to sound hollow in the wake of its launch of

have that other provisions of the Constitution will re-

29

a ship that is a small aircraft carrier in all but name.

spected or enforced? And indeed, in my view, this

In any event, the very notion of a clear distinction

failure of Article 9(2) has already served to under-

between offensive and defensive armed forces or

mine and erode the power and effectiveness of Art-

military systems is rather nonsensical.

icle 9(1) in many ways. Of course, many of the cham-

There are two major problems arising from this

pions of Article 9 will wholeheartedly agree that the

situation. The first is that this clause of Article 9(2)

existence and capability of the SDF constitutes a vio-

is an inherently non-justiciable and unenforceable

lation of Article 9(2), but will argue that the solution

standard. While there can be little doubt that Article

is to either disband or, at minimum, significantly

9(2) has operated over the decades to constrain the

reduce the size and capability of the SDF. But that is

development of Japan＇s military capability, it provides

simply not a tenable argument. In the current geo-

no clear guidelines for government action. It is im-

political and strategic context, it is simply utopian to

possible to determine with any precision if the gov-

cling to such proposals. As I will discuss below, the

ernment has violated the provision. If the courts were

solution has to be found in amending Article 9(2) to

ever to consider the merits of a claim that the current

bring the Constitution back into alignment with the

size and capability of the SDF violated Article 9(2),

reality, in order to save the more important con-

they would be unable to meaningfully assess the

straints imposed by Article 9(1).

claim—how is a court to determine whether the size

A final word should be said about the second

and capability of the SDF is more than is necessary

clause of Article 9(2), which constitutes the third el-

for individual self-defense in relation to current

ement of Article 9. This clause, which provides that

threat levels? It is not a reasonable task for a judi-

the right of belligerency will never be recognized, is

ciary, and thus the interpretation of the provision

typically ignored and very frequently misunderstood.

renders Article 9(2) unenforceable and relatively

As mentioned earlier, there are two different theories

meaningless. That is dangerous for a constitutional

in Japanese constitutional discourse on what this

provision specifically designed to constrain govern-

means.31 I have argued in more detail elsewhere that

ment action.

both the drafting and ratification history of Article 9,

Similarly, there is the larger problem posed by

and the distinct meaning of the rights of belligerency

the huge and growing gulf between the explicit lan-

in international law, make very clear that only one of

guage and obvious intent behind the first clause of

these theories is correct—that is, that as a matter of

Art. 9(2), and the reality of the SDF being a very

Japanese domestic law there will be no recognition or

sophisticated and powerful military with considerable

enforcement of the rights of belligerency that are ex-

war-fighting capability. It is indeed this inconsistency

tended to members of Japanese armed forces under

that has tended to drive much of the most bitter con-

international humanitarian law (IHL, also known as

troversy over Article 9, and to fuel the allegations

jus in bello, or the law of armed conflict).32 The rights

that the government is violating the provision.30 This

and privileges of belligerency under IHL include the
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authority for lawful combatants in international

rights will not be recognized as a matter of Japanese

armed conflict to use lethal force and to destroy legit-

law.34 This seems both an unjust result, and inconsis-

imate military objectives, and an immunity from

tent with the established interpretation of Article

prosecution or liability under other legal regimes for

9(1), and so should be amended.

such actions.

On the other hand, the second meaning attrib-

33

This clause poses two distinct problems, which

uted to this clause is that it merely restates in differ-

are grounds for amending it. The first is that there is

ent terms the prohibition in Article 9(1), denying

again some ambiguity and uncertainty as to what it

Japan the right to engage in ＂belligerent＂ or aggres-

means, which is cause for confusion. This is evidenced

sive uses of force. I have argued elsewhere in detail

by there being two competing and very different

why this cannot be correct.35 That is not the meaning

theories as to its meaning. This is good enough reason

of the word ＂belligerent＂ in international law, nor

to amend it, if other aspects of Article 9 are being

does Aritcle 9(1) only prohibit the ＂aggressive＂ use

amended in any event. Constitutional provisions that

of force in any event. But leaving aside such argu-

are of uncertain and disputed meaning, and thereby

ments, and the drafting history of Article 9, this in-

cause confusion, are problematic. But in this case,

terpretation suggests that this clause of Article 9(2)

both possible meanings of the clause call out for

is entirely redundant. It is a trite principle of consti-

amendment, even if we could decide once and for all

tutional interpretation that provisions should not be

which one was correct.

construed as being purely redundant. But if it were

On the one hand, if, as I have argued, the clause

true that this clause does no useful work whatsoever,

denies the rights and privileges of belligerence to

that it is entirely redundant yet nonetheless the cause

members of the SDF engaged in armed conflict, that

for confusion, then for that reason alone it should be

has profoundly problematic implications. If we accept

deleted.

that Article 9(1) permits Japan to use force and thus
engage in armed conflict for purposes of individual
self-defense, then we must also accept that such

As is well known, there has been agitation for

armed conflict will be governed by IHL. It seems in-

the amendment of Article 9 almost since the promul-

congruous that Japanese law would refuse to recog-

gation of the Constitution. But more recently in just

nize the rights and privileges under IHL afforded to

the last decade there have been a number of consti-

members of the armed forces engaged in that con-

tutional amendment proposals published. The most

flict. To be clear, the members of the SDF would, of

comprehensive and serious of these was that of the

course, have all the duties, obligations, rights and

LDP, published in 2005,

privileges under IHL as a matter of international law,

of this proposal that was published in April, 2012.37

and Article 9 cannot have any impact on their status

Earlier this year, as political discussion of constitu-

or treatment under international law. But consider

tional amendment became more intense, there was

36

and then a revised version

the situation of a combatant member of the SDF en-

some suggestion by the LDP that it might not pro-

gaging in lethal operations in the context of an armed

ceed on the basis of the 2012 proposals,38 but it is

conflict. That SDF member would have been autho-

entirely unclear how genuine such statements were,

rized by IHL to conduct such action, and would be

or what the LDP intentions are. For now, it is the

immunized by international law from prosecution for

only complete proposal on the table, and it is the pro-

having caused civilian deaths collateral to those lethal

posal that the opposition must address.

attacks. But Article 9(2) raises the prospect that if

In summary, the 2012 LDP proposal provides

such an SDF member were either prosecuted or

that Article 9(1) would be revised to clarify that

made the defendant in a civil suit for wrongful death

Japan retains a right of self-defense (without speci-

in Japanese courts, he would have that defense denied

fying whether individual, collective, or both), and the

to him by reason that Article 9(2) provides that such

language prohibiting the use of force would be
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significantly relaxed. Article 9(2) would be entirely

prime minister, for the purpose of ensuring the peace

replaced, and it would begin by making explicit the

and independence of the country, and the safety of

authority to maintain a ＂national defense military＂

the state and its people. Article 9(2)(ii) provides that

(kokubōgun – the NDM), for the purpose of, among

the NDM＇s activities will be in accordance with law

other things, defending the peace and independence

and the approval of the Diet.45 Again, to give credit

of the country, and to engage in ＂international coop-

where due, this is a laudable attempt to create clear-

eration activities＂ (kokusai kyōchō kastudō)39 to guar-

er civilian control over the military, and to firmly

antee the peace and security of the international so-

condition all military activity upon Diet approval,

ciety.

though it arguably does not go far enough.

Moreover, an entirely new Article 9(3)

40

provides that the state, in cooperation with the

The mischief begins in the rest of the new pro-

people, shall protect the land, territorial waters, and

vision. Article 9(2)(iii) stipulates that in the NDM＇s

air space of the country, together with all resources

activities to fulfill its mission in accordance with Art-

therein.

icle 9(1), it may support the public order and ＂inter-

41

While the LDP proposal for Article 9(2) does in-

national cooperation activities＂ for the purpose of en-

troduce new provisions to establish greater civilian

suring the peace and security of the international

control, placing the NDM under the control of the

community, as well as being able to engage in opera-

prime minister, with several of its specified activities

tions to defend the life and freedom of the Japanese

being subject to the approval of the Diet, the overall

people.46 This new provision, when considered in the

effect of the revisions would be to significantly un-

context of the new Article 9(1), as I will explain

dermine the constraints that Article 9 currently ex-

below, is highly significant.

ercises on the use of force. Not only does the revision

Article 9(2)(iv) provides that the activities of

to Article 9(1) itself weaken the explicit constraint

the NDM, as defined in the previous provisions, as

imposed, but the proposed changes to Article 9(2),

well as the organization, control, and protection of the

and the new Article 9(3) would operate in a manner

secrecy of the NDM, are all to be determined by law.

that would necessarily require a change to the cur-

Article 9(2)(v) provides for the establishment of

What is more,

military courts within the NDM for the purposes of

these changes are insidiously subtle, so that in the

prosecuting NDM personnel, as well as other public

absence of careful analysis it is not immediately obvi-

officials, for crimes connected to the execution of

ous how much of a change they would cause to the

their duties, or relating to the secrecy of the NDM,

meaning and operation of Article 9(1).

Let us,

though it preserves a right of appeal to the courts.47

therefore, explore these proposals in more detail, and

This authority for military courts, entirely new, re-

in order to understand how these changes affect Art-

quires much further explanation and clarity. The

icle 9(1), let us begin with the new Article 9(2) and

notion that civilian public officials could be prosecut-

9(3).

ed in military courts for offenses unrelated to na-

rent understanding of Article 9(1).

42

43

To give credit where it is due, the deletion of the

tional security issues is ominous indeed.

current Article 9(2) is not only acceptable, but as I

Finally, in the new paragraph three, Article 9(3),

explained above and will return to below, it is in my

the state, in cooperation with the people of Japan, for

view necessary. So the champions of Article 9 should

the purpose of defending the independence and sover-

not take issue with the deletion of paragraph two –

eignty of the state, is obligated to preserve the nation-

this is not where the dangers lie or where the battle

al territory, territorial waters, and airspace, and all

should be fought. The LDP draft replaces paragraph

resources therein.48 This provision too, like Article

two with two new paragraphs, one of which has five

9(2)(iii), takes on particular significance when con-

sub-sections.

sidered in conjunction with Article 9(1), as will be

44

The proposed Article 9(2)(i) explic-

itly authorizes the maintenance of the NDM, as men-

explored below.

tioned above, under the supreme command of the
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changes to this clause seem, deceptively, far less

hibits the use of force and governs armed conflict—

radical, and almost inconsequential. But when inter-

and there is certainly no ＂sovereign right＂ to engage

preted within the context of the changes to Articles

in war under international law. Thus, limiting the re-

9(2) and (3), they turn out to be profound and indeed

nunciation to ＂war＂ makes it rather meaningless. But

insidious. This paragraph, in the revised version, is

turning to the use of force, the only sovereign rights

divided into two sub-sections. To take these in re-

to use force under international law are for purposes

verse order, the entirely new Article 9(1)(ii) pro-

of individual and collective self-defense, and for col-

vides that the constraints in Article 9(1)(i) do not

lective security operations authorized by the U.N.

impede the exercise of the right of self-defense.

49

Security Council. But the crucial phrase ＂threat or

This move to clarify explicitly the scope of Article 9

use of force＂ in Article 9 would now be divorced from

is a step in the right direction, but it is insufficient –

both the renunciation and the concept of sovereign

the provision does not stipulate whether it is indi-

rights, and it would only be limited by the feeble and

vidual self-defense or collective self-defense, or both,

passive phrase ＂will not be used.＂ Not the mandatory

that is permitted, and thus rather than resolve the

prescriptive language of ＂shall not,＂ or ＂must not,＂ but

debates surrounding interpretation, will likely exac-

merely ＂will not.＂ So the non-existent Sovereign right

erbate the conflicts over the scope of permissible act-

of war is renounced, but the use of force is subject

ivity under Article 9.

only to a weak statement of intent. Particularly in

Article 9(1)(i) looks little changed from para-

light of the debates during the drafting in 1946 over

graph one of the current Article 9. The words remain

the nature of the verbs to be employed in Article 9,

virtually the same. Yet the slightest revision that has

this revised provision would likely be interpreted as

in fact been made contains the basis for unraveling

being merely aspirational or hortatory, and certainly

the binding power of the constraint, like a Trojan

not as creating a binding legal prohibition on the use

horse smuggling in the forces of destruction. It will

of force. That would be a radical change from the

be recalled that Article 9(1) now reads, in part, ＂the

current provision, which is understood to operate as

Japanese People forever renounce war as a sovereign

a legal prohibition, renouncing the use of force as a

right of the nation and the threat or use of force as a

sovereign right of the nation.

means of settling international disputes.＂ In contrast,

Even the change of the word ＂or＂ to ＂and＂ in the

the proposed revision reads: ＂the Japanese People re-

clause ＂threat or use of force＂—which is part of a

nounce war as a sovereign right of the nation, and the

clause in international law that is interpreted as pro-

threat and use of force as a means of settling interna-

hibiting both the threat of using force and the actual

tional disputes will not be used.＂ For purposes of em-

use of force, separately or together—suggests an at-

phasis it bears repeating this with the revisions il-

tempt to undermine the legal force of the clause. It

lustrated in typical editorial fashion: ＂the Japanese

does so by subtly distancing it from its international

People forever renounce war as a sovereign right of

law origins, and creating ambiguity over precisely

the nation, and the threat or and use of force as a

what action is subject to the constraint. Is a threat to

means of settling international disputes will not be

use force now only prohibited when accompanied by

used.＂50

an actual use of force, for instance? Or would a threat

In other words, the clause ＂threat or use of force＂,
which is drawn from Article 2(4) of the U.N. Charter,

of the use of force similarly be subject to the now
weak ＂will not be used＂? It is unclear.

is no longer subject to the ＂renunciation＂ or identified

What is more, the operation of the revised Art-

as a sovereign right of the nation. Now only ＂war＂ is

icle 9(1) would be further hampered once its mean-

identified as the sovereign right and only it has been

ing is considered in the context of the new provisions

renounced, with the eternal nature of that renuncia-

of Article 9. Not only does the new Article 9(1)(ii)

tion having also been deleted. War is no longer used

carve out the right of self-defense, perhaps collective

as a legal term in international law, which only pro-

as well as individual, but Article 9(3) creates an
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affirmative obligation on the state to preserve the

further conflicts over interpretation, and effectively

nation＇s territory and natural resources. What if

eviscerate the current constraints on the use of force.

another country is said to be extracting resources from

The main point is that this and other proposed

the territorial waters of Japan? That is not a suffi-

amendments to Article 9 would utterly hollow out

cient basis to justify the use of force in self-defense

the provision＇s constraints on the government＇s abil-

under international law (the use of force being only

ity to use armed force, and would be a marked de-

permissible in response to an actual or imminent

parture from the pacifist principle that is thought to

armed attack), but here in this new Article 9, in the

be one of the three pillars of the Japanese constitu-

re-named Chapter on National Security, is an appar-

tional order. Yet these are concrete proposals, and it

ent constitutional obligation on the government to

is increasingly likely that they will be the subject of

preserve the nation＇s resources, with the implication

substantive debate as the prospect of amendment

that it has authority to do so with the use of force if

becomes more real. Supporters of Article 9 cannot

necessary.

continue to simply stonewall the debate, and refuse to

Similarly, Article 9(2)(iii) provides that the

discuss the details of these amendment proposals.

NDM may support ＂international cooperation activi-

They cannot continue to leave the field to the re-

ties＂ for the purpose of ensuring international peace

visionists, and refuse to submit some alternative pro-

and security.51 This sounds potentially like authority

posals that are true to the underlying principles of

to participate in UN authorized collective security

Article 9. They must address the fundamental ques-

operations—which is above and beyond the use of

tion: how can Article 9 be amended in a manner that

force permitted by Article 9(1). But in actual fact,

addresses not only the very real security and diplo-

the clause ＂international cooperation activities＂ is not

matic concerns, but also the constitutional law im-

a term with any meaning whatsoever in internation-

peratives for amendment, while nonetheless remain-

al law. In contrast to ＂collective self-defense＂ and

ing true to the spirit of the provision?

＂collective security operations authorized by the U.N.
“

Security Council＂, which are terms that reflect the
two established exceptions to the prohibition on the

”

9

use of force in the U.N. Charter, this term has no

The dangerous amendment proposals of the LDP

basis in international law. Thus, this ambiguous

are not the only threat to Article 9. Whether or not

clause would appear to authorize the NDM to par-

the LDP can muster the support to amend Article 9

ticipate in any military operations involving more

remains uncertain, and some may be thinking that if

than one other country, whether such operations are

that effort can be opposed, all will be well. Such

UN sponsored or otherwise, and whether they are

thinking is misplaced. Article 9 is under threat re-

lawful or not.

gardless of the amendment efforts. The core meaning

In sum, the LDP proposal for the amendment of

of the provision is also undermined by the recent ef-

Article 9 contains some provisions that at first glance

forts of the Abe administration to ＂reinterpret＂ Art-

appear to be positive steps towards clarifying the

icle 9. A great deal has been written on how both the

scope of the provision＇s limits, while legitimating the

process and substance of the reinterpretation effort

SDF and imposing some civilian control over the mil-

was unconstitutional, and why the implementing re-

itary. Indeed, it will no doubt be argued that the

visions to the national security laws are in violation of

intent was to make such changes while essentially

Article 9.52 There is not room here to review in detail

preserving the limits on the use of force. But such

the nature of the reinterpretation effort and all the

arguments are not to be believed. Upon close inspec-

ways in which it was illegitimate and unconstitutional.

tion, it is clear that the operation of the subtle but

But it is important to understand that unless the

pernicious changes to Article 9(1), in combination

courts strike down the revised national security laws,

with the new paragraphs in Article 9, would lead to

which is quite unlikely, or unless Article 9 is formally
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amended, the reinterpretation will over time come to

for coalition forces during the belligerent occupation

represent the new official, accepted and entrenched

of Iraq beginning in 2005, constituted action that was

meaning of Article 9. Understanding how radically

integral to the use of force by coalition forces and was

inconsistent that reinterpretation is with the accept-

thus a violation of Article 9.57 The Cabinet Decision

ed and established meaning of Article 9, therefore,

purported to revise the interpretation of these limits,

53

should be an important step to accepting that some

and particularly this concept of integration with the

amendment of Article 9 is necessary in order to pre-

use of force by other belligerents to an armed conflict

serve its traditional core meaning.

(known in Japanese as the ＂ittaika＂ doctrine). Under

It will be recalled that the so-called reinterpre-

the new revised understanding, according to the re-

tation was announced in the form of a Cabinet Deci-

interpretation, Japanese support for the armed forces

sion in July, 2014.

The Cabinet Decision purported

of other countries would only constitute an integral

to unilaterally change the meaning of certain aspects

component of their use of force if the support was

of Article 9. In concrete terms, it purported to add-

provided directly to foreign armed forces actually

ress three specific categories of policy for which

operating in active theatres of combat. Providing

legislation would be revised, and for which the mean-

such support for armed forces behind the lines, or on

54

ing of Article 9 would have to be changed. It should

their way to the theatre of conflict, would not consti-

be noted at the outset that all of these changes relate

tute a use of force under the new interpretation.58

to Article 9(1), not Article 9(2). The first category

The third category in the Cabinet Decision, the

related to the use of the SDF in response to ＂an infringe-

＂Measures for Self-Defense Permitted under Article

ment that does not amount to an armed attack.＂ Such

9＂, was the most controversial. Noting that ＂sufficient

use of the military is to be permitted in ＂situations

responses would not necessarily be possible if the

that are neither pure peacetime nor contingencies＂

constitutional interpretation to date were main-

(with the word ＂contingencies＂ apparently meaning

tained,＂ the Cabinet Decision purported to expand

＂hostilities＂). This would permit the use of force in

the scope of Article 9 to permit the use of force in the

circumstances that do not involve an armed attack,

exercise of the right of collective self-defense.59 This,

and would include responses to ＂infringements＂ that

of course, makes permissible a form of the use of

occur in the areas ＂surrounding remote islands＂, and

force that was precisely understood to be prohibited

in circumstances in which the police are not able to

under the long-established interpretation of Article 9.

effectively respond.

The Cabinet Decision made some effort to justify this

55

The second category of policy for which new

move in constitutional terms, by reference to the pre-

legislation would be required is to further Japan＇s

amble and Article 13 of the Constitution. The pre-

contributions to ＂the peace and stability of the inter-

amble refers to the ＂right to live in peace＂, and Art-

national community.＂ This policy development is to

icle 13 provides that the people＇s ＂right to life,

permit an expansion of the scope and nature of logist-

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness shall, to the

56

ical and rear-area support to foreign armed forces

extent that it does not interfere with the public wel-

engaged in hostilities. Japan has in the past imposed

fare, be the supreme consideration in legislation and

stringent limits on such support, with the view that

other governmental affairs.＂60 Thus, the Cabinet De-

extensive logistical support and transport assistance

cision argued, ＂Article 9 cannot possibly be interpret-

for the armed forces of belligerents may be deemed

ed to prohibit Japan from taking measures of self-

＂integral＂ to the use of force by such foreign armed

defense necessary to maintain its peace and security

forces, and thus prohibited by Article 9. Indeed, in a

and to ensure its survival.＂61 It suggested that the

notorious decision in 2008 the Nagoya High Court

only change now was that collective self-defense was

opined (in what was extensive obiter dicta, in a judg-

deemed necessary, in some circumstances, to main-

ment that ultimately dismissed the claim of the ap-

tain peace and security, ensure the survival of Japan,

plicants for lack of standing) that Japanese support

and preserve the people＇s right to life, liberty and
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that has attacked a third country, regardless of any

pursuit of happiness.62
In accordance with this logic, however, the gov-

threat posed to the state using force under this justi-

ernment developed a concept of collective self-de-

fication, or the nature of the relationship between the

fense that is quite different in scope and contour from

victim and the country exercising the right.67 But

the understanding of the concept in international law.

how the government＇s new conception of collective

The Cabinet Decision qualified the concept by adding

self-defense would operate in practice is unclear at

certain conditions precedent and apparent limita-

best, and indeed the actual intent of the language

tions, thus creating a sui generis concept of collective

itself is open to interpretation.

self-defense for the purpose of the reinterpreted

The Cabinet Decision itself, as well as the state-

substance of Article 9. Indeed, the Cabinet Decision

ments of Prime Minister Abe and others in the Cabi-

explicitly stated that ＂a legal basis in international

net, candidly recognized that the reinterpretation

law and constitutional interpretation need to be un-

constituted a significant change to the long estab-

derstood separately.＂

Thus, the use of force in the

lished and accepted meaning of Article 9. These pur-

exercise of this sui generis right of collective self-

ported changes themselves were never voted upon in

defense is only permissible in circumstances in which

the Diet—rather, the changes were merely imple-

63

there has been an armed attack against ＂a foreign

mented through changes to national security laws.

country that is in a close relationship with Japan,＂

As is well known, the government in September 2015

and when such an attack is one that ＂threatens Japan＇s

passed two bills, which enacted one entirely new law

survival and poses a clear danger to fundamentally

and contained substantial revisions to other existing

overturn [the] people＇s right to life, liberty and pursuit

national security laws, all of which significantly al-

of happiness, and when there is no other appropriate

tered Japan＇s national security posture and the

means available to repel the attack.＂

The Cabinet

authority for action of the SDF.68 The government

Decision also noted that the use of force in response

openly acknowledged that these national security law

must be the minimum necessary for the defense of

changes were only made possible by the so-called

Japan. Finally, it specified that the enabling legisla-

reinterpretation. Put another way, this was an

64

tion would include the condition that ＂in principle＂

acknowledgement that the reinterpretation and the

the Diet should be required to approve any such use

resulting revisions to the national security laws were

of force.65 These limits were subsequently articulated

inconsistent with the established meaning of Article

by the government as constituting three clear and

9—and that the national security laws would be un-

distinct conditions precedent to the use of force for

constitutional unless the reinterpretation was the

collective self-defense, namely: (i) an armed attack

accepted meaning of Article 9. Indeed, that was the

on a country with close relations to Japan, and such

very purpose of the reinterpretation—to make pos-

attack poses a threat to Japan＇s survival and the

sible the changes to the national security laws. And

rights of the people to life, liberty and the pursuit of

indeed, most constitutional law scholars in the coun-

happiness; (ii) there is no other means available to

try were reported to be of the opinon that the new

protect against the threat to Japan and its people; and

national security laws were in fact inconsistent with

(iii) the use of force is the minimum necessary for

the established and accepted interpretation of Article

such defense and proportionate to the threat.66

9, and for that reason unconstitutional.69

This limitation of the use of force to situations in

The reason for this becomes clear upon a closer

which Japan or its people are threatened by the

analysis of the changes. In order to analyze these,

attack on a foreign state was, according to govern-

however, we have to consider not only the Cabinet

ment representatives, designed to make for a narrow-

Decision and statements about it by members of the

er or more limited concept than the right of collective

government, but also the reports of the ad-hoc and

self-defense under international law. The latter, of

extra-constitutional body established to advise the

course, permits the use of force against an aggressor

Cabinet during the reinterpretation process. It will be
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recalled that Prime Minister Abe had first established

ible, as it would then not be for the ＂settlement of

this committee, the ＂Advisory Panel on the Re-

international disputes to which Japan is a party.＂74

construction of the Legal Basis for Security＂ (the

The background to this argument is not new,

＂Advisory Panel＂, also known as the ＂Yanai Committee＂)

and indeed the Advisory Panel quotes testimony of a

in 2007.

It was re-convened when Prime Minister

former Director General of the SDF to the Diet on the

Abe formed returned to power in 2012, It thus pro-

issue.75 The claim is often made by conservative pro-

duced two different reports, one in 2008,71 and one in

ponents of expanding the meaning of Article 9 that

2014.72 It is not entirely clear what role these advi-

this interpretation mirrors the language and accept-

sory reports might play in any judicial or other inter-

ed meaning of the Kellogg-Briand Pact, but that is

pretation of Article 9 subsequent to the ＂reinterpre-

entirely inaccurate—not only is the language in the

tation.＂ Depending on whether the Advisory Panel

treaty actually quite different, but the relevant clause

reports are to be considered as part of the reinter-

has never been accepted as having the meaning that

pretation, we have two distinct problems with its va-

Japanese conservatives attribute to it in any event.76

lidity. On the one hand, if we look at the Advisory

What is more, there is simply no foundation whatso-

Panel reports as being part of the reinterpretation or

ever for the idea that the jus ad bellum regime in

informing how it is to be understood, then the rein-

international law makes a conceptual distinction be-

terpretation could be said to render the renunciation

tween different uses of force based on whether they

in Article 9(1) meaningless, which offends basic

are for ＂settlement of international disputes＂ as opposed

canons of constitutional interpretation. On the other

to for any other purpose. It does not recognize self-

hand, if we look at just the Cabinet Decision, then

defense as being somehow distinct from an inter-

there is sufficient ambiguity and vagueness as to

national dispute, nor for that matter accept that a

make the new interpretation of the provision non-

state is not ＂a party to a dispute＂ if it is acting in self-

justiciable. I will explore each of these in turn.

defense.77 What this argument in effect attempts to

70

73

Beginning with the 2014 Advisory Panel report,

do, while studiously avoiding the language itself, is to

it initially described how the established interpreta-

reinterpret the clause ＂settling of international dis-

tion of Article 9 has consistently denied and prohib-

putes＂ as meaning ＂engaging in acts of aggression＂.

ited any use of force beyond that for the exercise of

This harkens back to older reactionary arguments

individual self-defense. From there it went on to not

that have been made within conservative circles in

only explicitly recommend a reinterpretation that

Japan, to the effect that Article 9 should be under-

would allow for the exercise of collective self-defense,

stood as only prohibiting aggressive war—arguments

but also collective security operations authorized by

that were rejected with the official interpretation of

the UN Security Council. Indeed, it recommended a

1954, and consistently rejected ever since, for reasons

construction that would permit any use of force that

that I turn to next.78

would be permitted by public international law. It did

Leaving aside all of these detailed objections to

so on the fallacious argument that the clause ＂as

the basis for the Advisory Report argument, how-

means of settling international disputes＂ in Article

ever, a more fundamental constitutional interpreta-

9(1) qualifies and limits the scope of the prohibition

tion problem is posed by the broader implication of

on the use of force, in that neither the exercise of

its argument. If, as the Advisory Panel report argued,

individual nor collective self-defense constitutes ＂a

Article 9 is to be now understood as permitting all

use of force for settling international disputes＂. The

uses of force that are permitted by the jus ad bellum

report goes even further, for good measure, by sug-

regime in international law, or to put it a different

gesting that the words ＂to which Japan is a party＂

way, if Article 9 only prohibits ＂aggressive war＂, then

should be simply read into the clause. As such, so the

we are left with Article 9(1) renouncing exactly

argument went, any use of force for self-defense or

nothing. It will be recalled that the provision states

UN collective security operations would be permiss-

that ＂the Japanese people forever renounce war as a
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sovereign right of the nation and the threat or use of

defense to responses to an armed attack on a state

force as means of settling international disputes.＂ It is

with which Japan has close relations, and where the

prohibiting certain uses of force that constitute sov-

armed attack is viewed as a threat to Japan＇s sur-

ereign rights under international law. While it is true

vival or its people＇s rights to life, liberty and the pur-

that the English language version of the clause could

suit of happiness. These additional conditions were

be construed as identifying only ＂war＂ and not ＂the

provided as a sop to mollify the Komeitō, the ruling

threat or use of force＂ as the sovereign rights that

party＇s coalition partner, as they create an impression

have been renounced, the Japanese language version

that the bar for using force is higher, or the right of

makes it much more clear that it is both war and the

collective self-defense is narrower, than it is in inter-

threat or use of force that are being renounced as

national law.81 But, as will be explained below, in real-

sovereign rights.79 But if Article 9 is construed as

ity the conditions and criteria are ill-defined and dif-

prohibiting only that which is already prohibited by

ficult to either interpret or enforce, they make the

international law, then it has renounced nothing, and

concept inconsistent with international law, and the

the interpretation renders at least part of the text of

government pronouncements on the subject have

the provision meaningless—which offends basic prin-

further exacerbated the problem.

ciples of constitutional interpretation. The meaning

In discussing the operation and scope of the new

goes from a clear rule that renounces and prohibits

right of collective self-defense, Prime Minister Abe

the exercise of certain sovereign rights, to a provision

and Defense Minister Nakatani have both made com-

that renounces nothing, and merely confirms in am-

ments about the possibility of Japan conducting

biguous terms the country＇s adherence to the jus ad

mine-sweeping operations in the Straits of Hormuz if

bellum regime—which is entirely and categorically

it were mined by Iran.82 If, as they have suggested,

inconsistent with the original purpose of the provi-

the authority relied upon for such action would be

sion, precedent, and the consistent understanding

this right of collective self-defense as defined (rather

and operation of the provision for over sixty-five

than on other international law principles that might

years.

authorize the clearing of mines from international

Such is the problem with the Advisory Panel＇s

straits),83 the comments reveal even greater uncer-

report. If, on the other hand, we consider only the

tainty about the meaning of the new standard. They

Cabinet Decision as articulating the substance of the

suggest that the armed attack on a country in close

reinterpretation, we are presented with a different

relations with Japan (however that relationship

problem. As discussed earlier, the Cabinet Decision

might be determined) may be uncoupled from the

does not go so far as to suggest that all uses of force

threat to Japan＇s survival and the people＇s rights to

permitted by international law are to be henceforth

the pursuit of happiness, such that each is a separate

constitutional under the new understanding of Arti-

trigger for exercising the right of collective self-

cle 9(1), and indeed it even creates a sui generis con-

defense. Because in Abe＇s comments on the issue

ception of collective self-defense. But therein lies part

there has been no reference to how Iran＇s mining the

of the problem—this conception of collective self-

straits of Hormuz might even constitute an armed

defense is vague, ambiguous, and non-justiciable, if

attack, but has instead focused on how such a block-

ever it came to be the basis of a constitutional chall-

ade would pose a threat to the livelihood of the Japan-

enge. Collective self-defense under Article 51 of the

ese people, and a threat to the ＂people＇s right to life,

UN Charter permits states to use force against an

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness＂ in the language

aggressor state in response to an armed attack on

of the clause. This not only uncouples the exercise of

any other member of the United Nations, upon noti-

collective self-defense from an armed attack on an-

fying the UN Security Council that it is exercising the

other country, but even from a threat to the survival

right.

As explained earlier, the Cabinet resolution

of Japan, and potentially conditions it solely upon a

purports to limit the use of force in collective self-

threat to the livelihood of the people of Japan—

80
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Bush Doctrine of preventative self-defense, which

however, that might be measured or defined.84
Finally, if the ambiguity of these conditions were

has been roundly rejected in international law.88

not enough, representatives of the government have

The reinterpretation does not, however, pose

actually stated publicly that not all the conditions for

this problem only with respect to the use of force in

the use of force have been or will be disclosed, there-

collective self-defense. A careful review of the other

by quite explicitly suggesting that there are addi-

two major elements of the Cabinet Decision reveals

tional secret criteria for the use of force.85 Secret con-

that it contemplates other possible uses of force that

ditions for the operation of laws of course flies in the

are also not at all consistent with international law.

face of fundamental notions of the rule of law. But

The most serious of these, is the stipulation that

leaving that aside, this ambiguity and uncertainty in

Japan could use force in response to ＂an infringement

the standard makes it arguably non-justiciable. In

that does not amount to an armed attack,＂ in ＂situa-

the event that the national security legislation that

tions that are neither pure peacetime nor contingen-

implements this part of the reinterpretation, or some

cies＂.89 The use of force in individual self-defense in

specific deployment authorized by it, is challenged in

international law is permitted under Article 51 of the

court as being a violation of Article 9, how is a court

UN Charter, and customary international law, when

to interpret the provision in light of this ambiguous

either an armed attack has been carried out against

new understanding?86 The reinterpretation has the

the state exercising the right; or, under a more lib-

potential of rendering the provision, which was a

eral interpretation that is widely accepted, when the

relatively clear rule capable of enforcement, non-

launch of such an armed attack against the state is

justiciable and thereby unenforceable.

imminent.90 Depending on how the Cabinet Decision

The other problem posed by the reinterpretation

and implementing legislation is interpreted and acted

as articulated by the Cabinet Decision, is that it is

upon, it could conceivably authorize Japanese mili-

potentially inconsistent with the principles of jus ad

tary operations that would constitute a use of force in

bellum in international law. It has been argued that

the absence of any armed attack, actual or immi-

because the principles in Article 9(1) were drawn

nent—circumstances that would not come close to

from international law, the interpretation of the pro-

satisfying the international law conditions for the

vision should be informed by, and be consistent with

lawful use of force under either Articles 51 or 42 of

the principles of jus ad bellum.87 The Cabinet Deci-

the UN Charter. The Advisory Panel actually sound-

sion＇s articulation of collective self-defense is obvi-

ed a note of sage caution in this regard, but was ap-

ously a marked departure from any requirement to

parently ignored.91

interpret the concepts in Article 9(1) in a manner

The second major part of the Cabinet Decision

consistent with the jus ad bellum, but the problem is

deals with the authorization for increased logistical

far greater than that. The Cabinet Decision, and the

and transportation support for the armed forces of

resulting national security legislation, could authorize

allied forces engaged in armed conflict. The Cabinet

state action that would result in Japan being in actual

Decision suggests that Japan＇s increased support for

violation of the principles of jus ad bellum. This is

the armed forces of belligerents is to be simply

true with respect to the contemplated use of force in

deemed as not integral to the use of force by such

collective self-defense as indicated above—a use of

belligerent forces unless it is within actual theaters of

force in response to conduct that does not constitute

combat,92 however that might be determined, and so

an armed attack on a third country, but is responding

will not constitute a use of force by Japan in violation

to a perceived threat to the future survival of Japan,

of Art. 9.93 In a sense, this is not so much a reinter-

or even worse, merely to the Japanese people＇s right

pretation of Article 9 as it is an attempted reinter-

to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, would

pretation of what constitutes support for and in-

obviously not fall within the accepted exception for

volvement in the actions of belligerents so as to

self-defense. This is more radical than the infamous

attract state responsibility under international law.
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This is of course beyond the power and jurisdiction
of the government of Japan—it cannot by Cabinet

III ‒ HOW

TO

AMEND ARTICLE 9

resolution or domestic legislation simply ＂deem＂ its

Such are the arguments for why champions of

actions to be not complicit in the use of force by other

Article 9 should develop alternative proposals for the

nations as a matter of international law. And under

amendment of Article 9. But how, precisely, should

international law, certain levels of support for or in-

Article 9 be amended? What form should such an

volvement in the operations of a belligerent state in a

alternative proposal take? It is of course for Japanese

given armed conflict, will be sufficient to make the

jurists and, ultimately, for the Japanese people to

supporting state a belligerent to the conflict as well.

decide how Article 9 should be amended. But in this

It makes no distinction as to whether the support is

Part I offer some thoughts on what a preliminary

directly to forces within theatres of combat or not, as

proposal might look like, as a way of starting a con-

the Cabinet Decision suggests. What is more, where

versation on the issue. In the Appendix at the end of

the actions of the first belligerent constitute an act of

this article I have attached actual draft language of a

aggression, responsibility for such aggression can be

proposal, and it will be noted that I provide various

attributed to the supporting state.

As mentioned

alternative options—requiring a choice, for instance,

earlier, the Nagoya Hight Court in 2008 found that

on whether to permit collective self-defense, and / or

Japanese support for coalition forces in Iraq in 2005

collective security operations, or neither. Those are

constituted a use of force in violation of Art. 9(1).95

choices for the Japanese people to debate and ulti-

Moreover, neither the Cabinet Decision nor the im-

mately decide, but I offer some thoughts on why it is

plementing legislation includes any conditions that

important to have clarity on what is prohibited and

the belligerents that are benefiting from Japanese

what is not. In this Part I develop some arguments

support are themselves complying with international

for each of the elements of the draft proposal.

94

law. Thus, such close logistical and transportation
support could lead to Japanese operations being integrated not only with a use of force conducted by

Article 9(1) is the most important and effective pro-

other countries, but also acts of aggression in viola-

vision of Article 9. It is at the core of the idea of Japan

tion of international law.

being a pacifist country, and it has operated to effect-

There is nothing, of course, that requires a con-

ively constrain government policy. With the ex-

stitutional provision in general to be consistent with

ception of Japan＇s marginal involvement in post-

international law. But as mentioned earlier, Article

occupation Iraq, it has not used military force in jus

9(1) was drafted and ratified with the purpose of not

ad bellum terms since the end of World War II, and

only incorporating international law constraints into

that is due at least in part to both the direct operation

the Constitution, but also to add further limitations,

and broader influence of Article 9(1).96 That is impress-

renouncing sovereign rights that Japan would other-

ive. Nonetheless, as has been explained, Article 9(1)

wise have under international law. That purpose and

is not without legal ambiguity. There is tension be-

understanding was formalized by the CLB, obliquely

tween the government interpretation and the facial

confirmed by the Supreme Court in 1959, and com-

meaning of the language, and the ambiguity inherent

plied with and acknowledged by every government

in the provision could be the source of considerable

for close to seventy years, until 2014. The provision

mischief depending on how Article 9(2) is amended.

operated to effectively constrain policy in accordance

The LDP＇s amendment proposal is clearly intended to

with this understanding. The reinterpretation is a

broaden the scope of permissible use of force, while

radical departure from that understanding, making

leaving Article 9(1) largely intact, which would

permissible precisely that which had long been for-

merely provoke greater political and legal conflict

bidden, and rendering the renunciation in Article 9

down the road. In the event that Article 9 is to be

effectively meaningless.

amended, Article 9(1) should be revised to provide in
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explicit terms precisely that which is prohibited, and

in Afghanistan in 2002, but would have prohibited

that which is permitted.

participation in the invasion of Iraq in 2003.

This would require, of course, some important

I am not here making a case for any particular

decisions about the scope of the prohibition that is to

position, such as revising the constitution to permit

be created. Rather than burying or avoiding the issue,

only UN authorized collective security operations, or

a clear amendment proposal will need to explicitly

only collective self-defense, or indeed to permit both.

articulate that the use of force for the purpose of the

But I am arguing that Article 9(1) ought to be

individual self-defense of Japan, pursuant to Article

amended to make very clear what is to be permitted

51 of the UN Charter, is permitted. In addition, it will

and what not, in terms that have specific meaning

also have to make clear whether force is permitted

under international law. Seeking to amend Article 9

for either, both, or neither of, collective self-defense,

without making these hard choices, and trying to

and collective security operations authorized by the

fudge the issue with such ambiguous terms as ＂inter-

UN Security Council. Part of the debate in Japan has

national cooperation operation＂—which has abso-

been over precisely this question, with people like

lutely no legal meaning—is precisely the wrong way

Ozawa Ichirō, for instance, arguing that collective

to proceed. If the decision is made that Article 9

self-defense should be prohibited, but UN authorized

should permit both collective self-defense and collec-

collective security operations permitted.97 On the

tive security operations, then one option with respect

other hand, collective self-defense is at the core of

to the actual language would be to simply incorporate

the U.S.-Japan security arrangement, and there is

generally by reference that which is permitted by the

pressure on Japan from Washington to broaden its

UN Charter and customary international law, so that

ability to more fully contribute to the defense of U.S.

the constitutional provision would adjust with inter-

98

interests outside of Japan. Indeed, the efficacy of the

national law over time.101 (Sample language, with

ballistic missile defense system being jointly devel-

different possible options for a proposed Article 9(1),

oped relies upon such commitments.

is provided in Appendix 1).

Given that collective self-defense can be exercised unilaterally, requiring no authorization by the

-

UN, many Japanese are justifiably concerned that

Turning to Article 9(2), I would endorse the LDP

permitting it could lead to Japanese involvement in

proposal＇s move to delete the prohibition on the

military adventures that were in violation of interna-

maintenance of armed forces or ＂other war potential,＂

tional law. A constitutional prohibition on the use of

as well as the denial of rights of belligerency, and also

force for collective self-defense, while permitting

agree with its proposal to acknowledge the legitima-

participation in UN collective security operations,

cy of the SDF. Moreover, credit is due for the at-

would have the benefit of subjecting Japanese use of

tempt to add some degree of civilian control. None-

force (for anything beyond individual self-defense)

theless, there need to be stronger and more elaborate

to external checks, and would ensure it complied

constraints adopted in conjunction with these moves

with international law.99 Of course it would still deny

to legitimate the existence of a military. This aban-

to Japan a right that exists in international law, but,

doning of the renunciation of armed forces will, of

as is currently the case, the denial of the right would

course, be enormously controversial for many sup-

not prevent Japan from fulfilling its legal obliga-

porters of Article 9, while the new constraints will be

tions.

Such a provision would still bring Article

objectionable to the political right. But as already

9(1) into greater conformity with the jus ad bellum

argued, the left must come to recognize that the ex-

regime, and allow Japan to better fulfill its perceived

istence of the SDF is a reality that cannot be realisti-

international responsibilities. Such a provision would,

cally reversed. It is futile to argue for the disarma-

for instance, have permitted participation in the first

ment of Japan in the current environment. Moreover,

Gulf War in 1991, and in the UN mandated operations

the future that was envisioned when the constitution

100
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was ratified, in which UN forces would enforce a col-

been significant incidents in which the Diet was

lective security system to maintain international

misled by the SDF regarding operations in support of

peace and security, making the maintenance of na-

coalition actions in Iraq and Afghanistan, and the Diet

tional armed forces increasingly unnecessary, has not

inquiry into those incidents was handcuffed by its

materialized. And as already argued, the ever grow-

limited power to compel the disclosure of information

ing gap between the reality of Japan＇s military capa-

from the Ministry of Defense and the SDF.105

bility and the prohibition in Article 9(2) is increas-

Similarly, because Article 9(1) originally con-

ingly unhealthy for the constitutional order as a

templated that Japan was to be prohibited from using

whole. If Article 9(1) is amended to make clear that

any force at all, there are no constitutional provisions

Japan can use force in individual self-defense, as well

regarding how decisions are to be made regarding

as for collective security operations, it will be impossi-

the use of force. Assuming that the decision is to be

ble to meaningfully distinguish between a military

made by the executive, is it a decision of the prime

capability that is the minimum necessary for such

minister alone, or the cabinet as a whole? Is it a

purposes, and that which exceeds the limit. Opaque

purely executive decision, or must it be also approved

and unenforceable provisions corrode the effective-

by the legislature? Is there some threshold level

ness and normative power of a constitution. It is,

above which a decision to deploy military forces re-

therefore, advisable to eliminate the general prohibi-

quires legislative approval? A convention has devel-

tion on the maintenance of armed forces, and to put

oped in Japan pursuant to which the Diet is required

in place important constraints that the constitution

to pass a law for each deployment of the SDF, but

currently lacks.

there is no provision of the constitution that requires

The overriding purpose behind the first clause of

this process. Beginning in 2007, the LDP government

Article 9(2) was to prevent the possibility of a Japan-

has been working on legislation that would provide

ese military again leading the country into a disas-

the government with permanent authority to deploy

trous war.

It was a response to the militarism of the

the SDF so long as prescribed conditions were satis-

1930s, and the ruin that a defeated nation suffered as

fied, thereby eliminating this very convention.106 The

a result. That militarism had been made possible pre-

recent amendments to the national security legisla-

cisely because of fundamental flaws in the Meiji Con-

tion introduced differing requirements for Diet app-

stitution of 1889.103 Among other things, the Meiji

roval of SDF action, thus eroding the more general

Constitution was highly ambiguous on the nature of

convention.107

102

the executive, it failed to identify the locus of su-

There is a growing trend among constitutional

preme command over the military, and it did not es-

democracies towards the establishment of constitu-

tablish civilian control over the military. While the

tional or statutory provisions that require govern-

1947 Constitution of Japan corrected the problems

ments to obtain legislative approval for decisions to

regarding the location and scope of executive power,

use armed force.108 As was observed by Immanuel

it was largely silent on the issues of civilian control

Kant and James Madison over two hundred years

and supreme command, precisely because it did not

ago, such separation of powers with respect to the

contemplate that Japan would have any military at

decision to go to war is an important factor in not

all, or that it would be able to use force. There is only

only satisfying the requirements of representative

one relevant provision (Article 66(2)), added late in

democracy, but also in reducing the risk of democra-

the ratification process, which requires that the prime

cies embarking on military misadventures.109 When

minister and other cabinet ministers be civilians.104

the representatives of those citizens who will be

Beyond that, there are no provisions regarding su-

dying and paying for the war participate in the deci-

preme command or civilian control. Moreover, there

sion-making process, there is less chance that wars

is nothing that provides for legislative oversight. It

will be fought for the benefit of narrow interests.

will be recalled that in the last ten years there have

Modern political theory has reinforced our under-
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standing of the various ways in which such legislative

patch of troops for collective security operations

involvement and oversight, as well as public debate

under Chapter 7 authority to use force. The provision

and deliberation within the legislative process, can

should include a mechanism for requiring further

enhance the decision-making process and reduce the

approval of the Diet in the event that a peacekeeping

risk of states engaging in ill-advised or illegitimate

mission morphs into a full-blown Chapter 7 ＂peace

wars.

enforcement＂ operation, as has happened with opera-

110

If we accept that Article 9 is to be amended in a

tions such as that in Somalia in the 1990s.

manner that contemplates the possibility of some use

This provision would merely build upon and

of force, and formalizes the existence of an armed

constitutionalize a convention that has already oper-

forces, but also insist that Article 9 nonetheless re-

ated in Japan, so in many respects it should not be

flect its pacifist origins, and continues to serve as an

seen as a radical suggestion. Yet the constitutional-

avante garde model for other nations, I would suggest

izing of this convention is important, as it protects the

that any amendment must include some entirely new

current convention from capricious change. Even

provisions that address the foregoing problems. First,

more significant, such a provision entrenches princi-

an entirely new Article 9(2) ought to include provi-

ples that are increasingly understood to be central to

sions that would provide for civilian control and strict

explanations for the democratic peace, and which en-

neutrality of the military (in place of the current Ar-

hance democratic accountability and deliberation in

ticle 66(2)). Building on the LDP proposal, this could

respect of the most important decision a government

be achieved by establishing that the prime minister is

can make—that is, the decision to engage in armed

commander in chief, prohibiting the appointment of

conflict.112 It would, moreover, do much to reassure

serving officers of the armed forces as ministers in

Japan＇s neighbors in the region, who will be highly

the cabinet, and limiting other ways in which the

sensitive to the ramifications of these amendments.

military might become involved in politics and policy.

Many will of course resist this innovation on the

As part of both civilian control and legislative over-

grounds that it makes decision-making cumbersome

sight, the new Article 9(2) ought to include provi-

and time-consuming, and may lead to the Diet actu-

sions that would require the establishment of institu-

ally preventing a contemplated use of force or mili-

tions that would monitor military deployments, along

tary deployment, as it did during the Gulf War crisis.

the lines of the Armed Services Committee in the

But that is of course precisely the point. Engaging in

U.S. Congress, and the oversight mandated in the

armed conflict should not be easy, and ought to be

German Basic Law.

possible only when the reasons are compelling enough

111

Second, a new sub-paragraph, Article 9(3),

to mobilize the opinions and support of a significant

should include provisions that establish the formal

percentage of the polity. Decisions to engage in

separation of powers with respect to decisions to

armed conflict ought to be taken only after serious

participate in armed conflict or other military opera-

debate, with the assumptions and reasons of govern-

tions. As reflected in the draft language in Appendix

ment exposed to interrogation and analysis, and chal-

1, this would include a requirement that the govern-

lenged from various perspectives.113 There will of

ment obtain approval in both houses of the Diet for

course be possible scenarios, such as when the state

decisions to use force or deploy the armed forces for

itself is under direct attack, in which the luxury of

international operations. It would require a super-

time for such debate and analysis is impossible. But

majority in such votes with respect to decisions to

mechanisms can be developed to deal with such cir-

use force in jus ad bellum terms, but a simple major-

cumstances, permitting the executive to make deci-

ity for other operations. The deployment of military

sions to use force in an emergency, subject to ex post

forces for UN peacekeeping missions, for instance,

facto approval by the legislature within a defined

will typically not contemplate the use of force, and so

time frame, as the U.S. War Powers Act and the

ought to be subject to lower thresholds than the dis-

constitutions of several other countries provide for.114
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and deliberative democracy will operate to reduce
The final element of the amendment required to fully

the risk of rash decisions to engage in armed conflict,

establish civilian control over the military, and en-

this alone is not sufficient. It is recognized that there

force the separation of powers with respect to the

will be times when legislatures too can be carried

decision to engage in armed conflict, would be a pro-

away in irrational fervor for war. Political theory

vision providing for more specific judicial review of

suggests that this risk is highest for democracies

government decisions, actions, or laws that might be

when dealing with illiberal states. There is, therefore,

in violation of Article 9. The Constitution of Japan

a real need for a further check in the democratic

already provides for considerable powers of judicial

system, a further separation of powers with respect

review,

but the Supreme Court has largely abdi-

to the decision to use force. The third branch of gov-

cated its responsibility and authority with respect to

ernment, independent and the least susceptible to the

the interpretation and enforcement of Article 9.

116

political pressure of the day, in the course of consti-

The lower courts have generally followed the

tutional litigation plays a crucial role of monitoring

Supreme Court＇s lead by insulating Article 9 from

government

judicial review through the application of excessively

about such conduct and coordinating public opinion

narrow standing requirements, such that virtually no

regarding decisions, and finally in actually enforcing

one other than a member of the SDF ordered into

the constitutional provisions governing the decisions

combat could establish the narrow legal interest

to use force.119 Over time the very possibility of such

deemed necessary to ground a claim that govern-

judicial review exercises a powerful influence on

ment action is in violation of Article 9.

government conduct, and serves to internalize con-

115

117

conduct,

disseminating

information

This of course means that Article 9, one of the

stitutional norms. Conversely, the removal of any

three pillars of the Japanese constitutional system, is

possibility of judical review for certain constitutional

immunized from judicial scrutiny and is largely un-

provisions will operate to completely undermine the

enforceable, and that the third branch of government

normative power of those provisions. Judicial review

in the Japanese democratic system has opted out of

of war powers provisions is yet another but crucial

any involvement in the process of ensuring that deci-

mechanism for moderating the tendency of democra-

sions to use force comply with the constitutional

cies to engage in illegitimate or unlawful armed con-

limits. To the extent that one takes seriously the idea

flicts.120

that Article 9 is a fundamental component of the con-

As previously mentioned, there are a number of

stitutional system, and takes seriously the notion that

other countries that have constitutional provisions

constitutional limits ought to be binding and enforce-

requiring legislative involvement in decisions to use

able, then this situation ought to be considered un-

force or deploy armed forces, and several that also

acceptable. If we understand one of the roles of consti-

have constitutional limits on the circumstances under

tutions as being to operate as pre-commitment

which the state may engage in armed conflict.121

devices, serving to bind future governments to prin-

Courts have thus been called upon to consider these

ciples and values viewed at the outset as crucial for

issues in other countries. While many argue that the

the polity, then one role of the courts is to ensure that

domestic courts of many countries do not and ought

those commitments are enforced.118

not to interfere in government decision-making on

Aside from broader constitutional theory, the

national security issues, there is increasing evidence

role of the judiciary is key to ideas that form part of

of a trend towards courts rejecting the notion that

liberal theories regarding the democratic peace.

questions relating to national security are somehow

While the separation of powers as between the ex-

non-justiciable or beyond the jurisdiction of the judi-

ecutive and legislature is central to republican ideas

ciary.122 In particular, many courts have not been re-

of democratic accountability, and for creating the cir-

luctant to engage in a review of specific questions

cumstances in which the benefits of representative

regarding the extent to which government decisions
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relating to national security were made in a manner

replace the established meaning of Article 9, and fun-

that complied with clear and unambiguous constitu-

damentally alter the constraints imposed by Article

tional conditions, or were made by the branch of govern-

9(1). Thus, those who support Article 9 and the idea

ment that had the requisite constitutional authority

of a pacifist Japan can no longer afford to simply

to do so.

The Constitutional Court of Germany

reject all talk of amendment. The winds of change

illustrated this most famously with its 1994 decision

are moving against them, and they must develop re-

relating to Germany＇s involvement in Bosnia, holding

alistic and feasible alternatives to the proposals being

that the Bundestag had to approve each and every

developed by those on the political right. When the

decision to deploy the armed forces of Germany for

debate is finally joined in earnest, and questions of

international military operations.

amendment are being developed to lay before the

123

124

I would therefore propose a new clause for Art-

people of Japan, the champions of Article 9 will have

icle 9, Article 9(4), which would provide for explicit

to have some meaningful response. There are sound

powers of judicial review with respect to government

reasons to think that Article 9 ought to be amended,

compliance with the rest of Article 9. This sub-

for the good of the constitutional order as a whole,

section would also establish broad standing for citizens

and in the interests of preserving reasonable con-

seeking to commence applications to enforce the pro-

straints on Japan＇s ability to use armed force. I have

visions of Article 9. Such standing would not require

tried here to provide the outline of some of those

existence of a personal narrow legal interest, as cur-

arguments, and to provide some revised language

rently serves to insulate Article 9 from virtually all

that may serve as the starting point for a discussion

judicial review. Rather, employing a standard similar

on what form alternative proposals might take—

to that established by the Supreme Court of Canada,

proposals that would remain true to the spirit and

the Supreme Court of Japan should merely require

purpose of Article 9.

that there be a serious issue to be determined, that
the applicant has a genuine interest in the issue, even

APPENDIX 1 ‒PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

TO

ARTICLE 9

if only as a representative of the broader public, and

Article 9(1) ‒ (Option One) - Aspiring sincere-

that there would be no more reasonable or effective

ly to an international peace based on justice and

manner for the issue to be brought before the court.125

order, the Japanese people forever renounce the

Such a provision would bring Article 9 back into the

threat or use of force as means of settling interna-

realm of enforceable constitutional provisions. In so

tional disputes, except for the purpose of individual

doing, it would also provide some reassurance that

self-defense of the nation in the event of armed

the amendment of Article 9 to permit some use of

attack, or for the purpose of maintaining internation-

force would not be the beginning of a slippery slope

al peace and security as authorized by the United

towards unrestricted participation in military operat-

Nations Security Council.
Article 9(1) ‒ (Option Two) - Aspiring sin-

ions of all kinds.

cerely to an international peace based on justice and

CONCLUSION

order, the Japanese people forever renounce the

The LDP draft amendments and other proposals

threat or use of force as means of settling interna-

being developed by those who are essentially hostile

tional disputes, except in accordance with that which

to the underlying premise of Article 9, would operate

is permissible under the United Nations Charter and

to undermine the constraints that Article 9 has exer-

customary international law.

cised over Japan＇s use of force over the last sixty five

Article 9(2)(a) – The government may estab-

years. As explained above they are potentially dan-

lish land, sea, and air armed forces for the primary

gerous. Similarly, if there are no amendments to Art-

purpose of defending the territorial and political in-

icle 9, the illegitimate ＂reinterpretation＂ of Article 9

tegrity of Japan. In addition to the exercise of indi-

that was implemented in 2015 will over time come to

vidual self-defense, the armed forces of Japan may
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only be employed for such purposes as are permitted

event, the government shall immediately provide

by the exceptions provided for in the preceding

notice of its decision to each House of the Diet, and it

paragraph, and otherwise in accordance with the

shall obtain approval from each House in accordance

provisions of the Constitution and other laws of Japan,

with the terms of sub-paragraph (a) of this para-

and international law.

graph within twenty days thereof, failing which the

Article 9(2)(b) – The Prime Minister, acting

government shall immediately cease such hostilities.

through the Minister of Defense, shall be the com-

Article 9(3)(c) – Any decision by the govern-

mander in chief of the armed forces of Japan. No

ment to deploy members of the Armed Forces for

serving member of the armed forces may be appoint-

participation in peacekeeping operations, to provide

ed as a minister in cabinet, and no serving officer

logistical support for international collective security

with the rank of Colonel or higher may serve in any

operations, or other such activity that does not in-

ministry of government other than the Ministry of

clude the use of force contemplated in paragraph one

Defense.

of this Article, shall be approved by a formal vote of

Article 9(2)(c) – No serving member of the

each of the House of Representatives and the House

armed forces may run for public office, be a member

of Counselors, by a simple majority of the votes cast

of any political party, actively participate in any po-

by the members of each House.

litical campaign, or otherwise engage in public debate

Article 9(3)(d) – In the event that the character

or other activity designed to influence the formula-

of any operations in which members of the Armed

tion of public policy.

Forces are participating in accordance with sub-

Article 9(2)(d) – A Committee for the Armed

paragraph (c) of this paragraph, should develop such

Forces shall be established by law in the House of

that they will likely require a use of force contem-

Representatives and the House of Counselors in the

plated in paragraph one of this Article, the govern-

Diet, for the purpose of requesting and receiving re-

ment shall obtain further approval for the continua-

ports from the Ministry of Defense and other branch-

tion of such operations according to the terms of

es of government, on the deployment and operations

sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph, failing which

of the Armed Forces, otherwise monitoring such op-

the government shall immediately discontinue such

erations of the Armed Forces, and generally provid-

operations.

ing legislative and civilian oversight over the Armed

Article 9(4)(a) – Any person in Japan may

Forces. The Committee for the Armed Forces shall

apply to a court of competent jurisdiction to obtain a

have subpoena power over documents and may

declaration, injunctive relief, damages, or any other

compel testimony before it, and shall issue reports of

remedy for alleged violation of this Article that the

its findings.

court considers appropriate and just in the circum-

Article 9(3)(a) – Any decision by the govern-

stances.

ment to use force consistent with and as permitted

Article 9(4)(b) – Any person who has made ap-

by paragraph one of this Article, shall be approved in

plication under sup-paragraph (a) of this paragraph

a formal vote by each of the House of Representative

shall be granted standing by the court so long as the

and the House of Counselors, by a minimum of two

issue raised is a serious issue to be tried, the person

thirds of votes cast by the members of each House.

has a genuine interest in the issue, even if only as a

Article 9(3)(b) – In the event that the nation is

representative of the general public, and there would

under attack or the government has determined that

be no other reasonable or effective means for the

there is a state of emergency threatening the territo-

issue to be brought before the court.

rial and political integrity of the state, making prior

Article 9(4)(c) – The Supreme Court has the

approval from the Diet impractical, the government

final authority with respect to the interpretation and

may use force in accordance with paragraph one of

meaning of this Article.

this Article without such prior approval. In such
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